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Introduction
Oracle Database 11g introduced a new feature “Database Replay” which helps in performing
Real Application testing. This feature allows the database/system administrator to simulate
actual production workload to test the impact of infrastructure and database level changes
on test server. Database Replay can be used to assess the impact of any system changes
such as below:
o
o
o
o

Database upgrades, patches, parameter, schema changes,
Configuration changes such as conversion from a single instance to RAC,
Storage, network, interconnect changes,
Operating system, hardware migrations, patches, upgrades, parameter changes,

Database replay captures a workload on the production system with negligible performance
overheads and replays it on a test system with the exact timing, concurrency, and
transaction characteristics of the original workload. This makes possible complete
assessment of the impact of the change. Extensive analysis and reporting (AWR , ADDM
report and DB Replay Report) is provided to help identify any potential problems, such as
new errors encountered and performance divergences.

Need for Database Replay
Lower testing cost
DBAs and System administrators can have a test infrastructure to test their changes without
the overhead of having to duplicate the infrastructure. Database Replay does not have set
up overhead to recreate a middle-tier or a web server tier or build test scripts. Thus, DBAs
and system administrators can test and upgrade the infrastructure components as the
changes have been truly tested and validated using production scenarios.

Faster deployment
Database Replay does not require DBA to spend a lot of time in getting functional
knowledge of the application for developing test scripts. With Database Replay, DBAs have a
full production workload available to test and rollout any change. This reduces application
testing cycles and brings significant cost savings to business.
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Overview of Oracle 11G Database Replay
Oracle 11G Database Replay allows the database administrator to capture the full
production workload and then recreate the same in the test environment.
Workload Capture tracks and captures all external database requests and writes the data
into a binary file called capture file.
Workload Processing is the step where the capture files are converted into replay files.
Replay files contain all the necessary metadata needed for replaying the workload. This is
the most resource intensive task and should be performed on a non-production server. Once
the replay files are created, they can be reused any number of times without having to
reprocess the workload.
Workload Replay is performed through the replay client which processes the replay files
and submits the load / calls to the database with the exact timing and concurrency that it
has recorded in the original system.
Analysis and Reporting allows to generate detailed analysis of the capture and replay. All
errors encountered during replay are reported. Any divergence in rows and basic
comparisons between the capture and replay are shown in “Replay and Capture” report.
Besides, AWR, ADDM can be used for detailed analysis and diagnostics.

Database Replay Phases
Workload Capture
The database are tracked and stored in binary files on file system, called capture files.
These files contain all relevant information about the call needed for replay such as SQL
text, bind values, SCN, etc.
1)
Backup production Database so we can restore database on test environment on same
SCN level of database to minimize data divergence.
2)
Add/remove filter
By default, all user sessions are recorded during workload capture. You can use workload
filters to specify which user sessions to include in or exclude from the workload.
3)

Create directory make sure enough space is there to hold the capture files.

4)
Capture workload using OEM or dbms packages. The following shows the production
capture process using OEM.
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Workload Processing
Once the workload has been captured, the information in the capture files has to be
processed preferably on the test system. This processing transforms the captured data and
creates all necessary metadata needed for replaying the workload.
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Workload Replay
1)

Restore database backup taken to test system and start the test database.

2)

Initialize and Prepare replay.

3)

Start clients and begin Replay.
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Analysis and Reporting
The Database Capture and Replay report indicates if any system change will affect the
system performance. There are 3 types of divergence reports, namely Data divergence,
Error divergence and Performance divergence.

CONCLUSION
Database Replay provides Real Application Testing which helps organizations to lower their
testing costs. It removes the dependency of preparing scripts to generate production
workload. It gives DBAs and system administrators an easy-to-deploy solution for testing
and rolling out system changes with reduced hardware and software costs.
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